


The Life ofjacopo da Pontormo,
Florentine Painter

[1494-1556]

According to what some people say, the ancestors or fore-
fathers of Bartolomeo di Jacopo di Martino, the father of
Jacopo da Pontormo, whose Life we are presently writing,
were originally from Ancisa, a castle in the upper Valdarno,
which is also very famous as the place in which the ancestors
of Messer Francis Petrarch had their early origins. But
•whether his forefathers were from there or elsewhere, the pre-
viously mentioned Bartolomeo, a Florentine and, according to
what I have heard, one of the Carrucci family, was said to
have been a disciple of Domenico del Ghirlandaio; it is also
said that, having executed many works in the Valdarno, as a
painter of moderate talent for those times, he eventually came
to Empoli to do some paintings, and living there and in places
nearby, he took as his wife in the town of Pontormo a very
virtuous and honest young girl named Alessandra, daughter of
Pasquale di Zanobi and his wife Mona Brigida. And so, in the
year 1493, Bartolomeo's son Jacopo was born,* but since his
father died in the year 1499, his mother in 1504, and his grand-
father in 1506, Jacopo remained in the care of his grandmother
Mona Brigida, who kept him in Pontormo for several years
and had him taught reading and writing as well as the first
principles of Latin grammar; he was finally taken to Florence
at the age of thirteen and was made a ward of the court so
that, following the custom, his few possessions might be
protected and preserved; and after placing him in the home of
a certain shoemaker named Battista, a distant relative, Mona
Brigida returned to Pontormo and took with her one of
Jacopo's sisters. But not long afterwards, since Mona Brigida
also died, Jacopo was forced to take his sister back to Florence
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and to place her in the home of one his relatives named
Nicolaio who lived in Via de' Servi. But even this girl, fol-
lowing his other relatives and even before she had been mar-
ried, died in the year 1512.* But to return to Jacopo. He had
not lived in Florence for many months when he was placed by
Bernardo Vettori with Leonardo da Vinci, and shortly after
with Mariotto Albertinelli, with Piero di Cosimo, and finally,
in 1512, with Andrea del Sarto, with whom Jacopo did not
stay for very long, since after Jacopo had executed the
cartoons for the small arch of the Servites, which will be dis-
cussed later, it seemed that Andrea never again regarded him
favourably, whatever the reason might have been.

The first work, then, that Jacopo completed during this
time was a tiny Annunciation for a tailor friend of his, but
since the tailor died before the work was finished, it remained
in the hands of Jacopo, then living with Mariotto, who -was
very proud of it and showed it off as something unusual to
anyone who happened to enter his shop. Thus, when Raphael
of Urbino came to Florence at that time, he saw the painting
and the young man who had executed it, and, completely
astonished, he predicted for Jacopo the success he was later
seen to achieve. Not long after this, Mariotto left Florence and
went to work in Viterbo on the panel that Fra Bartolomeo
had begun there, and Jacopo, who was a melancholy and
solitary young man, left without a master, went of his own
accord to be with Andrea del Sarto just -when Andrea had
completed the scenes from the life of Saint Philip in the clois-
ter of the Servites, which pleased Jacopo beyond measure, as
did all of Andrea's other paintings, his style, and his drawing.
Therefore, Jacopo began to do everything he could to imitate
Andrea, and not much time passed before he was seen to have
made such astonishing progress in drawing and painting that,
in terms of his skill, it seemed as if he had been painting for
many years. Now since Andrea had at that time completed a
panel of the Annunciation for the church of the Friars of San
Gallo, now in ruins, he gave the task, as was mentioned in his
Life,* of painting the predella for the panel in oil to Jacopo,
who depicted on it a Dead Christ and two little angels illu-
minating Him with two torches as they weep over Him,
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while on the sides, in two tondos, he painted two prophets so
skilfully that they seemed to have been the -work of a skilled
master rather than a young boy. But it could also be, as
Bronzino says, that he remembers Jacopo da Pontormo him-
self declaring that Rosso also worked on the predclla. But just
as Jacopo was assisted by Andrea in painting this predclla, so in
like manner Jacopo helped Andrea in completing the many
pictures and works he was constantly doing.

In the meanwhile, Cardinal Giovanni de' Medici had been
elected Supreme Pontiff and had taken the name of Leo X,*
and throughout Florence the friends and supporters of that
family were having many of the pontiff's coats of arms made
in stone, marble, canvas, and fresco. For this reason, the
Servite friars also wanted to produce some sign of their
devotion and indebtedness towards this same family and pope,
and they had Leo's arms done in stone and placed in the
middle of the arch of the first portico of the Annunziata,
which is on the piazza, and, shortly afterwards, they gave
orders for the painter Andrea di Cosimo* to gild and decorate
it with grotesques, of which he was an excellent master, and
with emblems of the House of Medici, and besides this, to
place it in the middle of figures representing Faith and Char-
ity. But, realizing he could not complete so many things by
himself, Andrea di Cosimo decided to commission the two
figures to others; and so he called Jacopo, who at that time was
no older than nineteen, and engaged him to complete the pre-
viously mentioned two figures, although it took more than a
little effort to convince Jacopo to accept, for, since he was a
young man, he did not want to put himself at such great risk
for his first painting or to work in such an important place;
yet, after taking heart, Jacopo took on the task of doing the
two figures even though he was not as experienced at working
in fresco as in oil. And going off (for he was still with Andrea
del Sarto) to do the cartoons at Sant'Antonio near the Faenza
gate where he lived, Jacopo completed them in a short time.
After this was done, he brought his master Andrea del Sarto
one day to see them, and when Andrea had looked at them
with immense astonishment and wonder, his praise for Jacopo
knew no bounds, but later, as I mentioned, whether out of
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envy or for some other reason, he never again looked upon
Jacopo favourably. On the contrary, when Jacopo would on
occasion go to his shop, either it was not opened for him or he
was made fun of by the apprentices in such a way that Jacopo
finally went away for good, and, because he was rather poor,
he began to reduce his expenses and to study with great
assiduousness.

When, therefore, Andrea di Cosimo had finished gilding
the coat of arms and all the tiles, Jacopo set out alone to finish
the rest, and carried away by the desire to make a name for
himself, by the wish to create, and by Nature which had
endowed him •with an enormously graceful and fertile genius,
Jacopo carried out this work with incredible speed and so
much perfection that a splendid old and experienced master
could not have done better; and so, through this experience,
his courage grew, and, thinking about the possibility of cre-
ating a much better work, he had determined, without saying
anything to anyone, to pull down this work and redo it
according to another design he had in mind. But in the mean-
while, the friars had seen that the work was done and that
Jacopo no longer came to work, and after finding Andrea [di
Cosimo] they goaded him so much that he decided to unveil
the work. As a result, after looking for Jacopo to ask if he
wanted to do anything more on it without finding him, since
he was shut up with his new design and responded to no one,
Andrea had the screen and scaffolding removed and unveiled
the work, and that same evening, when Jacopo left home to
go to the Servites and, since night had fallen, to pull down
the work he had done and begin his new design, he found
the scaffolding had been removed and that everything •was
on display, with an enormous crowd standing around and
looking on. Completely enraged by this, Jacopo found Andrea
and complained that he had unveiled the work without him,
adding a description of what he had in mind to do. To this,
Andrea replied with a laugh: 'You're wrong to complain,
because the work that you have done is so good that, if you
had to redo it, I'm firmly convinced you could not do it any
better, and since you won't be lacking for work, save these
drawings for other occasions.'
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This painting, as can be seen, was of such great beauty,
because of both its new style and the sweetness of the faces of
the two female figures, and because of the beauty of the lively
and graceful putti, that it was the most beautiful work in
fresco that had ever been seen up to that time,* for besides the
putti around the figure of Charity, there are two others in the
air draping a cloth over the pope's coat of arms that arc so
beautiful they could not be improved, not to mention the fact
that all the figures are in high relief and executed with such
colouring and detail they could not be sufficiently praised.
One day when Michelangelo Buonarroti saw the painting and
noted that it was done by a young man of nineteen, he
declared: 'This young man will be such an artist, based on
•what can be seen, that if he lives and continues on, he will
exalt this art to the heavens.' When the people of Pontormo
heard of Jacopo's reputation and fame, they sent for him and
had him paint the arms of Pope Leo inside the castle above a
gate on the main road, along with two putti that were very
beautiful, although this has already been almost completely
ruined by the water.

For the carnival of that same year,* since all of Florence was
celebrating with great joy the election of Pope Leo X, many
festivities were organized, including two extremely beautiful
and expensive ones by two companies of lords and gentlemen
of the city: one of these was called the Diamond and was
headed by Giuliano de' Medici, the brother of the pope,* who
had named the company in this fashion because the diamond
was the emblem of his father, Lorenzo the Elder;* the other
company took as its name and insignia the Branch and was
headed by Signor Lorenzo, the son of Piero de' Medici,* who,
I should mention, had for his emblem a branch, that is, a dry
laurel bough with its leaves growing green once again, as if to
demonstrate that he was restoring and resurrecting the reputa-
tion of his grandfather.

The Diamond Company therefore gave to Messer Andrea
Dazzi,* who was then teaching Greek and Latin literature at
the University of Florence, the task of thinking up an idea for
a triumph. And so he organized one similar to those which
the victorious Romans celebrated, with three very beautiful
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chariots carved in -wood and painted -with rich and refined
artifice. In the first chariot was Boyhood with a very fine
arrangement of young boys; in the second was Manhood with
many people who in their prime had done great deeds; and
in the third was Old Age, with many illustrious men who in
their later years had accomplished great things; and all these
characters were so sumptuously decked out that no one could
imagine being able to do better. The architects of these
chariots were Raffaello delle Vivuole,* Carota the engraver,*
and the painters Andrea di Cosimo and Andrea del Sarto,
while those who made and designed the clothes for the figures
were Ser Piero da Vinci, Leonardo's father,* and Bernardino
di Giordano,* all men of great talents. But to Jacopo da
Pontormo alone fell the task of painting all three of the
chariots, upon which he executed a number of scenes in
chiaroscuro of the many transformations of the gods into vari-
ous forms, which are now in the possession of Pietro Paolo
Galeotti, a worthy goldsmith.* The first chariot bore the
inscription Erimus in bold letters, the second Sutnus, and the
third Fuimus: that is, 'We Shall be', 'We Are', and 'We Were'.
The [accompanying carnival] song began: 'The years fly... .*

After Signer Lorenzo, the head of the Branch Company,
had seen these triumphs, -wishing to surpass them, he entrusted
the whole task to Jacopo Nardi, a noble gentleman of great
learning,* to whom for what he did subsequently his native
city of Florence is greatly indebted, and this Jacopo organized
six triumphs in order to double those created by the Diamond
Company. The first, drawn by a pair of oxen decked out in
green leaves, represented the age of Saturn and Janus, called
the golden age; at the top of the chariot were Saturn with his
scythe and two-headed Janus holding the key to the Temple
of Peace in his hand with the figure of Fury tied at his feet,
and countless objects pertaining to Saturn, all splendidly made
in various colours by Pontormo's genius. Six pairs of naked
shepherds accompanied this triumph, partially covered with
the skins of martens and sables and wearing little boots of vari-
ous kinds in the ancient style, and goat-skin pouches, along
with garlands made of many kinds of different foliage on their
heads. The horses upon which the shepherds were mounted
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were without saddles but were covered with the skins of lions,
tigers, and lynxes, whose paws, gilded with gold, hung from
the sides most gracefully. The decorations for the horses'
hindquarters and their grooms were made from golden cords;
the stirrups took the form of the heads of rams, dogs, and
other similar animals, while the bridles and reins were made
from various kinds of foliage and silver cords. Each shepherd
was accompanied by four grooms dressed as shepherd-boys,
clad more simply in other skins and carrying torches made to
look like dry branches and pine boughs, which made a very
beautiful sight.

On the second chariot, drawn by two pairs of oxen covered
by sumptuous fabrics, with garlands on their heads and enor-
mous rosaries hanging from their gilded horns, stood Numa
Pompilius, the second king of the Romans, with his books
of religion and all the priestly orders and rules pertaining
to sacrifices, for, among the Romans, he was the founder
of their religion and the first to institutionalize it and their
sacrifices. This chariot was accompanied by six priests astride
very handsome mules, their heads covered with linen hoods
embroidered in gold and silver masterfully fashioned in the
form of ivy leaves, and they wore priestly garments in the
ancient style, with extremely rich gold borders and trim, with
one carrying a censer, another a golden vase, and still another
something similar. At their stirrups they had attendants
dressed in priestly fashion, who held torches in their hands
shaped like ancient candlesticks and executed with beautiful
craftsmanship.

The third chariot represented the consulate of Titus Manlius
Torquatus, who was consul after the end of the first Punic
War and governed in such a way that in his time all virtues
flourished and prosperity increased in Rome. This chariot,
upon which this same Titus stood, was covered with many
decorations made by Pontormo and was drawn by eight
extremely beautiful horses, and in front of them were six pairs
of senators in togas riding upon horses covered with golden
cloth, accompanied by a large number of footmen represen-
ting lictors -with their fasces, axes, and other objects pertinent
to the administration of justice.
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The fourth chariot, drawn by four buffaloes decked out to
look like elephants, represented the triumphant Julius Caesar
after his victory over Cleopatra, and all over the entire chariot
Pontormo had painted the most famous deeds of Caesar; this
chariot was accompanied by six pairs of soldiers clad in the
most magnificent and brightly shining armour, all trimmed
with gold, who held their lances by their sides; and the torches
that the lightly armed grooms were carrying were made in the
form of trophies arranged in different ways.

The fifth chariot was drawn by winged horses that had the
appearance of griffins, and on it stood Caesar Augustus, ruler
of the universe, accompanied by six pairs of poets on horse-
back, all crowned like Caesar himself with laurel and clad in
various costumes, according to the provinces from which they
came; these poets were present, since they were always greatly
favoured by Caesar Augustus, and with their works they
exalted his name to the heavens. And so that they would be
recognized, each poet bore an inscription in the form of a
band worn across the chest upon which his name was written.

On the sixth chariot drawn by four pairs of richly adorned
heifers stood Trajan, the most just of all the emperors, be-
fore whom, as he sat on the chariot most ably painted
by Pontormo, rode six pairs of doctors of law upon hand-
some horses with generous trappings, who were wearing
togas down to their feet and robes of squirrel fur, which
these doctors customarily wore in ancient times; the footmen,
who were carrying a great number of torches, -were scribes,
copyists, and notaries with books and documents in their
hands.

After these six came the chariot, or, rather, the Triumph of
the Age and World of Gold, which was executed with the
most beautiful and rich craftsmanship, with numerous figures
in relief done by Baccio Bandinelli,* and with the most
beautiful pictures by the hand of Pontormo, among which the
figures in relief of the four Cardinal Virtues were greatly
praised. In the middle of the chariot arose a huge sphere in the
form of a globe of the world, upon which lay prostrate on his
face, as if he were dead, a man wearing rusty armour which
was opened and cleft in the back, from which emerged a
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young boy, completely naked and gilded, who represented the
resurgence of the Age of Gold and the end of the Age of Iron,
from which he emerged and was reborn through the election
of this pope. And the dry branch putting forth new leaves
signified the same thing, although some declared it alluded to
Lorenzo de' Medici, who was Duke of Urbino. I should not
fail to mention that the gilded boy, the son of a baker, died
shortly thereafter from the pain he endured to earn ten scudi.
The song which, following the custom, was sung at this mas-
querade, was the composition of the same Jacopo Nardi, and
the first stanza went like this:

He who gives laws to Nature
And orders various states and ages
Is the cause of every good;
And when He permits, evil reigns in the world.
Therefore, in contemplating
This figure, you may see
How with a sure step
One age follows another in the world
And transforms good into evil and evil into good.

From the works he executed for this celebration, over and
above his profit, Pontormo earned the kind of praise that per-
haps few young men of his age had ever earned in that city,
and when subsequently Pope Leo came to Florence,* Pontormo
was frequently engaged to prepare the trappings *

Jacopo also worked on the decoration of the wooden fur-
nishings that had already been magnificently fashioned, as
we mentioned previously, for some rooms of Pierfrancesco
Borgherini in competition with other masters, and, in particu-
lar, he himself painted on two chests some stories from the
deeds of Joseph in small figures which arc truly beautiful.* But
anyone who wishes to see the best work Jacopo did in his life,
in order to take the measure of his genius and skill in the
vitality of his faces, the composition of his figures, the variety
of their poses, and the beauty of his ideas, should examine
a rather large scene, inside this bedchamber belonging to
Borgherini, a Florentine gentleman, at the entrance of the
door on the left, which, though filled with small figures,
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depicts the occasion when Joseph, who in Egypt is almost a
king and a ruler, receives with incredible kindness his father
Jacob as well as all of Jacob's sons and brothers; among these
figures, at the bottom of the scene sitting upon some steps,
Jacopo portrayed Bronzino, then a young boy and his pupil,*
holding a basket—a wondrously lifelike and beautiful figure.
And if this scene had been done life-size (as it is small) either
on a large panel or a wall, I should venture to say that it
would be impossible to see another painting executed with
as much grace, perfection, and good craftsmanship as that em-
ployed by Jacopo in this one, and it is, as a result, deservedly
regarded by all the artisans as the most beautiful painting
Pontormo ever did. Nor is it any wonder that Borgherini held
it in such high esteem, nor that prominent men sought him
out to ask that he sell it so that they might bestow it as a gift
upon the most powerful lords or princes.

On account of the siege of Florence,* Pierfrancesco had
withdrawn to Lucca, and Giovambattista della Palla, who
wished to possess the decorations from this room and to pre-
sent them to King Francis in the name of the Signoria of
Florence along with other objects he was taking to France, had
such important connections and was so clever in word and
deed, that the standard-bearers and the Signori gave per-
mission to take the work away from Pierfrancesco's wife and
to pay her for it. And so, when Giovambattista went with
some men to execute the •will of the Signori, they reached
Pierfrancesco's house, and his wife, who was still at home,
directed the worst insults towards Giovambattista that were
ever uttered to another man:

So, Giovambattista—she said—you miserable rag-picker, you two-
bit little merchant, you'd be daring enough to rip the decorations out
of the bedrooms of gentlemen and despoil this city of its richest and
most honourable treasures, as you have done and are still doing, in
order to embellish foreign countries and our enemies? I am not sur-
prised by you, a plebeian and enemy of your native city, but I am
amazed at the magistrates of this city, who are tolerating these abom-
inable atrocities. The bed you are looking for, out of your own self-
interest and greed for money, even though you are covering up your
malevolence with feigned piety, is my marriage bed, and it was in
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honour of my marriage that my father-in-law Salvi made all these
magnificent and regal furnishings, which I revere in memory of him
and for the love of my husband, and which I intend with my own
blood and life to defend. Leave this house with these brigands of
yours, Giovambattista, and go and tell the people who sent you with
orders to take these things away from their proper places, that it is I
who don't want anything inside my house moved; and if those who
believed in a worthless and vile little man like you want to present
something to King Francis of France, let them go and plunder their
own homes to send him their furnishings and the beds from their
own bedrooms; and if you are ever so bold as to return to plunder
this house again, I'll make you understand, and to your very great
harm, how much respect should be paid to the houses of gentlemen
by people like you.

These words of Madonna Margherita, wife of Pierfrancesco
Borgherini and daughter of the most noble and prudent cit-
izen Robert Acciaiuoli, a truly valiant woman and a daughter
worthy of such a father, with her noble daring and intelli-
gence, were therefore the reason why these treasures are still
conserved in the home for which they were made *

Then in the year 1522, while there was a mild plague in
Florence and many people left the city to flee from this
extremely contagious disease and to save themselves, Jacopo
had the opportunity of going some distance away and leaving
the city, because a prior of the Certosa,* a place built by the
Acciaiuoli family three miles outside Florence, had to have
some pictures in fresco painted in the corners of a very large
and beautiful cloister enclosing a meadow, and he heard about
Jacopo; the prior had him sought out, and having at that
time most willingly accepted the project, he went off to the
Certosa, taking only Bronzino with him. Enjoying this kind
of life, this calm, silence, and solitude (all things favourable to
Jacopo's genius and nature), Jacopo decided that this was the
occasion to make a strong effort to study the art of painting
and to demonstrate to the world that he had acquired greater
perfection and a style different from what he had done in the
beginning. And, before very long, a large number of sheets
printed from engravings most subtly executed with the burin
by Albrecht Diirer, the splendid German painter and an
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exceptional engraver of wooden and copper plates, had
reached Florence from Germany, including, among others,
many large and small scenes of the Passion of Jesus Christ,
which reflected all the perfection and skill of engraving done
with the burin that could ever be possible through their
beauty, variety of costumes, and originality of invention;
Jacopo thought, since he had to paint scenes from the Passion
of Our Saviour in the corners of this cloister, that he might be
able to use the ideas of the previously mentioned Albrccht
Diirer, firmly believing that in this way he would be able to
satisfy not only himself but the majority of the artisans of
Florence, all of whom, with one voice and a common judge-
ment and consent, proclaimed the beauty of these prints
and Albrecht's pre-eminence. Thus, Jacopo set himself to
imitating that style, seeking to give his figures that animation
and variety in their facial expressions that Albrecht had given
them, and he captured it so boldly that the beauty of his early
style, which was given to him by Nature full of softness and
grace, was altered by this new zeal and effort and so harmed
by the unforeseen encounter with this German style that, in all
these works, even though they are lovely, barely anything can
be recognized but the smallest part of the skill and grace that
Jacopo had up to that time given all his figures.

And so, at the entrance to the cloister in one corner, Jacopo
painted the figure of Christ in the garden, simulating so skil-
fully the obscurity of night illuminated by the moonlight that
it almost seems like day, and while Christ is praying, not far
away Peter, James, and John are sleeping, painted in a style
so similar to that of Diirer that it is astonishing; nearby is
Judas leading the Jews, with a face as strange as the looks on
the faces of all the soldiers drawn in the German style, with
expressions so odd that they move anyone who sees them to
feel compassion for the simplicity of the man who tried with
so much patience and effort to learn what others avoid and
attempt to lose, in order to leave behind the style which, in
its skill, surpassed all the others and gave endless pleasure to
everyone. Now did Pontormo not know that the Germans
and the Flemish come to these parts to learn the Italian style
that he, with such toil tried, as if it were bad, to abandon?
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Next to this painting, which contains Christ being led before
Pontius Pilate by the Jews, he painted in Our Saviour all the
humility that can truly be imagined in the very personification
of innocence betrayed by wicked men, and in Pilate's wife,
the compassion and fear felt for themselves by those who fear
divine punishment; while this woman commends Christ's
case to her husband, she looks into his face with compassionate
wonder. Around Pilate there are some soldiers so properly
German in their facial expressions and clothes that anyone not
knowing whose hand did this work would truly believe it was
executed by people from beyond the mountains. It is never-
theless true that in the background of this scene a cupbearer of
Pilate is descending some stairs •with a bowl and a jug in his
hands, bringing them so that his master may wash his hands,
which is very beautiful and lifelike, possessing something of
Jacopo's old style.

Next, having to paint the Resurrection of Christ in one of
the other corners, Jacopo, who was a man without a firm and
steady mind and who always went about indulging in fanci-
ful ideas, took a notion to change his colouring, and so he
executed this work in fresco with colours so soft and pleasing
that if he had completed the painting with any other style but
that German one it •would certainly have been extremely
beautiful, for such skill can be seen in the faces of those
soldiers, almost dead on their feet and full of sleep in their
various poses, that it seems impossible to do better. Then, con-
tinuing the scenes from the Passion in one of the other corners,
he painted Christ bearing the cross upon His shoulders to
Mount Calvary, while behind Him are the people of
Jerusalem who are accompanying Him, with the two naked
thieves in front surrounded by the ministers of justice, some
on foot and others on horseback, with the ladders, the inscrip-
tion for the cross, hammers, nails, ropes, and other such
instruments; and at the summit behind a little hill is Our Lady
with the Maries who are weeping as they wait for Christ,
Who has fallen to the ground in the middle of the scene, sur-
rounded by many Jews who are whipping Him while Veron-
ica offers Him the Veil, accompanied by -women young and
old who weep at the sight of Our Saviour's torment. This
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scene, either because he was admonished by his friends, or
because Jacopo finally realized, though rather late, the damage
caused to his own soft style by studying the German, came out
much better than the others painted in the same location. As a
result, certain naked Jews and some of the old men's faces are
so well executed in fresco that one could not do better,
although he obviously maintained the above-mentioned
German style throughout the composition.

After these scenes, he was to have followed them in the
other corners with the Crucifixion and the Deposition from
the Cross, but he abandoned them for the time being with
the intention of completing them last, and in their place he
painted Christ taken down from the cross, employing the
same style but with great harmony in his colours. And in this
work, besides the figure of Mary Magdalene kissing the feet of
Christ, which is extremely beautiful, there are two old men
done to represent Joseph of Arimathaea and Nicodemus, who,
though done in the German style, have the most beautiful
faces and expressions that could be seen in old men, with their
downy beards and marvellously soft colouring. Besides the
fact that Jacopo usually spent a long time on his works, he also
liked the solitude of the Certosa, and he therefore spent a
number of years on these paintings, and so when the plague
was over and he had returned to Florence, he did not stop his
frequent visits to the place, constantly coming and going
between the Certosa and the city. Continuing in this fashion,
he satisfied the monks in many particulars, and, among other
things, over one of the doors leading into the chapels inside
the church, he painted in a half-length figure the portrait of
a lay brother of the monastery still alive at that time who
was one hundred and twenty years old, a figure so well and
smoothly finished, with such vitality and liveliness, that it
deserves by itself to excuse Pontormo for the strangeness and
the new capricious style imposed upon him by remaining
in solitude far away from commerce with other men. In
addition, for the room of the prior of that monastery, he
painted a picture of the Nativity of Christ, imagining that
Joseph in the darkness of that night illuminated Jesus Christ
with a lantern, and this work too he did with the same ideas
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and fancies that the German prints put into his mind. No one
should believe Jacopo is to be blamed because he imitated
Albrecht Diirer in his compositions, since this is no error and
many painters have done it and continue to do it, but rather
because he employed the unadorned German style in every-
thing—in garments, in expressions on the faces, and in
poses—which he should have avoided and employed only in
his inventions, since he possessed the modern style completely
in all its grace and beauty... .*

Not long afterwards, when Lodovico di Gino Capponi
returned from Rome, he had purchased the chapel in Santa
Felicita on the right of the entrance into the church, which the
Barbadori family had already commissioned to Filippo di Ser
Brunelleschi, and Capponi decided to have the entire vault
painted and then to have a richly decorated altarpiece made
for it. And so he conferred with Messer Niccolo Vespucci, a
knight of Rhodes and a very close friend; the knight, who was
also a friend of Jacopo's and, what is more, recognized this
good man's talent and worth, acted and spoke in such a
fashion that Lodovico commissioned the work to Pontormo.*
And so, after constructing a screen -which closed off the chapel
for three years, Jacopo set to work. On the ceiling of the vault,
he painted a God the Father surrounded by the Four Patriarchs
which were very beautiful, -while in the four tondi at the
angles he painted the Four Evangelists, that is, he did three of
them and Bronzino did one all by himself. Nor shall I fail to
mention on this occasion that Pontormo hardly ever had his
young apprentices assist him, nor did he allow them to touch
anything he intended to work on with his own hands, and
-when he did -wish to use some of them, mainly in order to
teach them, he allowed them to do everything by themselves,
as he did here with Bronzino. In the paintings Jacopo com-
pleted up to this time in the chapel, it almost seems as if he had
returned to his early style, but he did not do so in painting the
altarpiece,* for as he was thinking over new ideas, he
completed it -without shadows and with such a clear and har-
monious colouring that one can hardly distinguish the light
from what is partially shaded and -what is partially shaded
from the shadows. This panel painting contains a Dead Christ
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deposed from the cross Who is being carried to the tomb;
there, too, Our Lady is fainting, along with the two Maries,
who are done in a manner so different from the first ones he
painted that one can clearly see how this genius always •went
about investigating new conceits and extravagant ways of
•working, never resting content with any of them. In short, the
composition of this panel painting is completely different from
the figures on the vault, and likewise the colouring, and the
Four Evangelists in the tondi on the corbels of the vaults are
much better and in another style. On the wall with the win-
dow are two figures in fresco, that is, on one side the Virgin
and on the other the angel who makes the annunciation, but
both are twisted around in such a fashion that, as I mentioned
above, the bizarre fancy of this genius -who was never content
with anything can be recognized. And so that he could do
things his own way without being bothered by anyone, he
never wanted even the patron himself to see this work while
he was painting it. And so, having painted it in his own way
without any of his friends being able to point anything out to
him, it was finally uncovered and seen with astonishment by
all of Florence.... *

And since His Excellency,* following in the footsteps of
his ancestors, had always sought to embellish and adorn his
city, he decided, when the matter came up for consideration,
to have painted the entire main chapel of the magnificent
church of San Lorenzo, previously constructed by the great
Cosimo de' Medici the Elder. And so he gave the task to
Jacopo Pontormo, either by his own decision or, as has been
said, through the influence of Messer Pier Francesco Ricci, the
major-domo, and Jacopo was very pleased by this favour, for
although the size of the project* gave him second thoughts,
since he was well on in years, and perhaps even frightened
him, on the other hand he took into consideration the fact that
in a work of such dimensions he would have a great oppor-
tunity to demonstrate his worth and his talent. Others assert
that when Jacopo saw the project being commissioned to him,
notwithstanding the fact that Francesco Salviati, a painter
of great reputation,* was in Florence and had successfully
brought to a conclusion the decoration of the hall of the palace
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•which was formerly the audience chamber of the Signoria, he
declared he would demonstrate how to draw and paint and
how to work in fresco, and besides this, that other painters
were only a penny a dozen, along with other similar arrogant
and excessively insolent remarks. But since I always knew
Jacopo as a modest person who spoke of everyone honourably
and in the way a well-mannered and talented artist (as he was)
ought to do, I believe that these remarks were attributed to
him and that he would never utter such boasts, which are, for
the most part, the remarks of vain men who are too presump-
tuous. In such a person there can be no room for talent or
good manners. And although I might have kept silent about
such matters, I did not wish to do so, for the procedure I have
followed seems to me to be the duty of a faithful and truth-
ful writer. It is enough to say that although these remarks
circulated, especially among our artists, I nevertheless hold the
firm opinion that they were the words of malicious men, for
Jacopo had always been, as he appeared to be, modest and
well-mannered in his actions.

Therefore, after having closed off the chapel with walls,
partitions, and blinds, and having given himself over to total
solitude, Jacopo kept the place locked up so tight for the space
of eleven years that, with the exception of himself, not a
living soul ever went inside, neither a friend nor anyone else.
It is true that while some young men were sketching in
Michelangelo's sacristy, as young men will do, they climbed
up the spiral staircase to the roof of the church, and after
lifting off the tiles and the board from one of the gilded
rosettes there, they saw everything. When Jacopo realized this,
he took it very badly, but his only reaction was to close every-
thing off even more carefully, although some say that he
persecuted those young men a great deal and tried to do some-
thing little to their liking.

Imagining, therefore, that in this work he had to surpass
all painters and, perhaps, according to what was said, even
Michelangelo, Jacopo painted in the upper part several scenes
depicting the Creation of Adam and Eve, their eating of the
forbidden fruit and their expulsion from Paradise, the tilling
of the earth, the sacrifice of Abel, the death of Cain, the bless-
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ing of the seed of Noah, and the moment when Noah drew
the plan and measurements for the Ark. Then, on one of the
walls below, each of which measures fifteen armslengths on
either side, he did the inundation of the Flood, in which there
is a mass of dead and drowned bodies, and Noah who is speak-
ing with God. On the other wall, he painted the universal
Resurrection of the Dead, which is to take place on the very
last day, with so much confusion that fortunately it will prob-
ably be no greater or as lifelike, in a manner of speaking, than
Pontormo has depicted it. In front of the altar between the
windows, that is, on the middle wall, there is a row of nude
men on either side who, grasping each other by the hand and
clinging to each other by the legs and bodies, form a ladder to
ascend to Paradise, leaving the earth, where there are many
dead bodies following them; two dead men mark the end of
each row, clothed except for their legs and arms, with which
they are holding two lighted torches. At the top of this middle
wall, over the windows, he painted Christ in His majesty in
the middle, Who, surrounded by many angels •who are all
nude, raises the dead in order to judge them. But I have never
understood the doctrine of this scene (although I know Jacopo
had a fine mind and associated with learned and literate
people): that is, what he wished to signify in the part of the
painting where Christ on high is raising the dead -while at His
feet God the Father is creating Adam and Eve. Besides this, in
one of the angles where the Four Evangelists stand naked with
books in their hands, Jacopo, it seems to me, has not observed
in any single place the organization of scenes, measure, time,
variety in the faces, or changes in the tones of the flesh, nor, in
brief, any rules at all either of proportion or perspective, but
the work is so full of nude figures with an order, design, in-
vention, composition, colouring, and painting doneinjacopo's
own way, with so much melancholy and so little pleasure for
anyone who looks at the work, that I have decided, since even
I do not understand it although I am a painter myself, to leave
the judgement of the work to those who see it. For I think I
would go mad and become entangled in this painting, just as
I believe that in the eleven years of time Jacopo spent on it,
he tried to entangle himself and anyone else who saw this
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painting with figures done in this fashion. And although one
can see in this work torsos with shoulders turned from the
front, and with details of the side of the body, executed with
astonishing care and much effort by Jacopo, who for almost
everything made finished models of clay in full relief; all of
this is none the less foreign to his style, and, as it seems to
almost everyone, without proper measure, because, for the
most part, the torsos are large, while the legs and arms are
small, to say nothing of the heads in which there can be seen
absolutely nothing of that skill and singular grace that he used
to give them, to the fullest satisfaction of anyone looking at his
other paintings. Thus it appears that, in this painting, he only
thought about certain details, while he took no account what-
soever of the other more important aspects of it. And in short,
whereas he had thought to surpass in this work all the
paintings in this craft, he scarcely reached the level of his own
works executed in times past.

From this one can sec that anyone who wishes to do too
much and almost force Nature ruins the good with which
Nature has generously endowed him. But what can or should
one do except feel compassion for him, since men in our crafts
are as subject to error as any other men? As it is said, even the
good Homer on occasion nods off to sleep. Nor will it ever
happen that in every one of Jacopo's works (no matter how
hard he tried to force Nature) there will not be something
good and praiseworthy. And because he died shortly before
completing this work, some have claimed that he died from
grief, remaining during his last moments very much dissatis-
fied with himself. But the truth is that, being old and wholly
exhausted from painting portraits, making clay models, and
working so much in fresco, he fell sick with the dropsy, which
finally killed him at the age of sixty-five.* After his death,
many very fine designs, cartoons, and clay models were found
in his home, as well as a painting of Our Lady in a beautiful
style, which he had ably executed, from what one can see,
many years earlier, and was subsequently sold by his heirs to
Piero Salviati.

Jacopo was buried in the first cloister of the church of the
Servite friars under the scene he had previously painted there
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of the Visitation, and he was honourably accompanied to the
tomb by all of the painters, sculptors, and architects. Jacopo
was a very frugal and well-mannered man, and in his style of
living and dressing he was rather more miserly than thrifty,
and he always stayed by himself, without wanting anyone to
•wait on him or cook for him. Yet during his last years he took
in Battista Naldini, a young man of good spirit, to raise, and
Battista took the modicum of care ofjacopo's life that Jacopo
wished him to do, and under Jacopo's instruction he attained
no small success in drawing but, rather, such success that ex-
cellent results are expected.* Pontormo's friends, most par-
ticularly during the last days of his life, were Pierfrancesco
Vernacci and Don Vincenzio Borghini, with whom he some-
times relaxed on rare occasions, eating with them. But above
anyone else, Jacopo was exceedingly fond of Bronzino, who
loved Jacopo equally in return, since he was grateful and
cognizant of the benefits he received from Jacopo.

Pontormo had some curious traits, and was so afraid of
death that he did not even want to hear it discussed, and he
fled from having any contact with dead bodies. He never went
to festivals or to other places where people gathered together
in order to avoid being caught in the crowd, and he was sol-
itary beyond belief. On occasion when he went to work, he
began to think so deeply about what he wanted to do that he
would leave without having done anything else all that day
except stand deep in thought. And that this occurred on
countless occasions during the work in San Lorenzo can easily
be believed, because when he was resolute, as an experienced
and worthy man, he had no difficulty in doing what he
•wanted or had decided to carry out.

THE END OF THE LIFE OF JACOPO DA PONTORMO,

FLORENTINE PAINTER


